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Natural evolution
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The IoT universe
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network	devices sense	&	control
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Kids, don’t do this at home
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https://twitter.com/internetofshit



Towel dispensers
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The IoT killer app
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http://www.traptec.eu/



Drones as part of the IoT
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link.nyc & smart trash cans
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GPRS	or	CDMA
GPS	location	service



IoT is not exactly new
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But controlling light switches is still not the 
best use
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Want to turn on the bedroom light? Sure, just 
pick up your smartphone, enter the unlock code, 
hit your home screen, find the Hue app, and 
flick the virtual switch. Suddenly, the smart 
home has turned a one-push task into a five-
click endeavor, leaving Philips in the amusing 
position of launching a new product, Tap, to 
effectively replicate the wall switches we 
always had.
https://techcrunch.com/2014/12/04/the-problem-with-the-internet-of-things/



Where does IoT make sense? 
• Probably

• home security
• residential & commercial 

locks
• home medical 

(recording)
• housekeeping (restroom 

supplies)
• outdoor lighting
• parking meters
• vending machines

• Not so much
• light switches
• most household 

appliances
• clothing
• smoke detectors?
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not	cost-effective,	not	just	useless



What is still to be solved?
• How can we secure IoT?
• How can we protect user privacy?
• How can we design it at scale?
• How can we make sure it works reliably?
• How can we make it work for non-experts?
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SECURITY
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Old home & office architecture
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Wired LAN
(10-100 Mb/s)

1-5	Mb/s

1995	– 2010:	most	communications	was	local,	
with	web	browsing	as	main	Internet	activity	

<	1	Mb/s



Wireless LAN
(0.1 - 1 Gb/s)

IoT and home architecture
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• relatively	little	intra-LAN
• mostly	LAN-to-cloud
• upload-download	ratio	may	change



IoT combines risks
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IoT 
risksPrivacy

DDoS

Ransomware

Physical 
harm

Enable crime

doxing++
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Philip K Ubik (1969)
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IoT security confluence
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IoT
insecurity

supply 
chain

long-lived 
device

one-time 
purchase

mostly 
hardware 
expertise

millions 
of them no 

liability

assembly 
of 

software

no UI

no 
BCP38



Long supply chain
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L.	Oppenheim	&	S.	Tal
CCC	Congress	2014



Port 80: more than *.com
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L.	Oppenheim	&	S.	Tal
CCC	Congress	2014

• usually updated
• usually managed
• in a smallish number of locations



Ghost traffic
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Figure 1: Flawed Netgear SNTP Clients, 2003–2016.

mated 3545 of these flawed Netgear SNTP clients remain.
In Figure 1, we also plot hypothetical curves as straw men
for the missing data, assuming the “births” of these devices
largely subsided by 2005. If their “deaths” can be modeled
by exponential decay, the mismatch to empirical data sug-
gests the decay constant (�) is greater than 2.

In Figure 1, we also show the and theoretical maximum
amounts of bandwidth that could be consumed by the flawed
clients’ SNTP queries. These are labeled on the vertical axis
on the right side. This is simply the number of active clients
observed potentially querying at one second intervals, mul-
tiplied by 76 IP bytes per query. The actual bandwidth
consumed by inbound queries is plotted in red (lower left),
e.g., exceeding 150 megabits per second in May 2003. This
flood subsided when we resumed the servicing of these un-
expected requests. We began counting the number of unique
source IP addresses (IPs) per day in June 2003, and use this
as an estimate of the number of flawed clients active on the
Internet, worldwide.

We further analyzed the measurements to consider the
daily client count on a source network by network basis. In
Table 1 we show the top five source networks (Autonomous
Systems) based on the number of flawed Netgear SNTP
clients which they appear to host. For instance, Deutsche
Telekom was the top ranked network 2; it supplied the af-
fected products to customers of its broadband services [11].
Cox Communications was highly ranked but we did not
see evidence of such rapid deployment; instead, it likely
happens to serve many consumers that bought the flawed
equipment from a retail store. During the period from 2003
through 2005, each of the top five source networks had their
source count decline to about 68% (range was 63% to 73%)
of its peak value. During that time, the total number of
flawed sources declined to 68% of its peak, as well. These
early declines seem uniformly distributed across the source
networks of service providers. As such, the decline ob-

2Deutsche Telekom’s service may change the clients’ IP address daily;
in Table 1, then, that estimated client count has an error of +50%, at most.

Table 1: Top Networks by Estimated Client Count.
Rank, Client/Source Network Est. Remaining

2003-2005 (Autonomous Systems) Clients, 2016
1 Deutsche Telekom 437 (12.27 %)
2 Korea Telecom 84 (2.36 %)
3 AT&T Internet Services 146 (4.11 %)
4 AT&T WorldNet n/a

5 Cox Communications 127 (3.55 %)
Total all (450 in total) 3564 (100.00 %)

served may be the “natural” lifetime of these products. As
of April 2016, the number of active Netgear clients appears
to have dropped below four thousand in total. These top
networks still remain in the top ten and Deutsche Telekom
still hosts the most. (AT&T WorldNet is defunct and has
become part of AT&T Internet Services.)

There are numerous factors which led to this prolonged
problem. The Original Design Manufacturer did a poor job
of engineering the product through ad hoc design and ul-
timately delivered unfinished code that was unfortunately
deployed. Other factors are covered more completely in [9]
and [10].

3 Remediation
The Internet is composed of networks operated by a great

variety of organizations with diverse goals and rules. While
good user service would require that the operators and ad-
ministrators of the Internet follow some common rules for
policies and operations, there is currently no way to enforce
them.

Let’s consider possible remedies which might help pro-
tect the Internet and its users from vulnerabilities and un-
wanted traffic generated by flawed consumer products.
Quality Engineering: It might be tempting to dismiss the
aforementioned incident as merely an anecdote involving
inept product development. One observation about these
flawed products is that they differ from routers and other
network elements in that they seem to be Internet prod-
ucts rather than network products. Consequently, they are
inappropriately relying on the presence of hosts and ser-
vices that happen to appear in the Internet that we see today,
rather than relying only on features of a general IP-based
network. Since it is unlikely that the quality of product en-
gineering will improve merely at the suggestion, we should
assume that these sort of engineering problems will con-
tinue to arise. As such, the Internet community would be
best served by finding a way to avoid the flawed devices
being widely deployed or finding techniques to contain the
problems once they are deployed.
Internet Standards: The Best Current Practice (BCP) sub-
series [3] of the Request for Comments (RFC) series is
a vehicle by which the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) [5] attempts to convey best practices. With respect to
cases such as ours, RFC 4085 (BCP 105) [10] describes the
problems and makes general recommendations about man-
aging device configurations including: (a) disable unused
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Abstract

The operation of the Internet is not usually informed by

details about new types of Internet hosts such as customer

premise broadband routers and other Internet-connected

consumer products. Detecting and monitoring their arrival

and effect is challenging. In this paper, we consider a par-

ticularly illustrative incident involving this class of host. In

May 2003, we found that one IP address of a public Network

Time Protocol server was the destination of a large scale

flood of inbound traffic. To our surprise, we determined the

sources of this flooding to be hundreds of thousands of real

Internet hosts throughout the world – the root cause being

serious flaws in the firmware of low-cost Internet products

targeted for residential use. Because this situation was dis-

covered before its peak and a subset of the flawed devices

continue to operate even today, in 2016, we offer an empir-

ical measurement of the lifetimes of such products. Based

on this incident, we also consider how Internet consumer

products are introduced and operated and propose ways in

which we might address the threats that such things pose.

1 Introduction
Today, many consumer products are also Internet hosts.

Some Internet products have become consumer products,
such as broadband routers. Also, some consumer elec-
tronics products have become Internet hosts, e.g., digital
video recorders. Recent incidents resulting from engineer-
ing flaws in these products raise concerns about the Internet-
wide effect of this emerging class of Internet hosts. These
hosts are deployed rapidly and are owned and operated by
inexperienced users having little incentive to reconfigure or
update them once they are working. While one might argue
that this has historically always been the case with Internet
hosts, we suggest that special attention to these new hosts is
warranted by their increased numbers, their significant abil-
ity to generate traffic, and their high rate of deployment.

These hosts can be involved in unwanted traffic and other
abuse due to engineering flaws and their associated vulner-
abilities. Competition-driven pressures have led some ven-
dors to rapidly develop Internet hosts of dubious quality.
Sometimes the product design and manufacture is delegated
to “hidden” Original Design Manufacturers (ODMs). Be-
cause of competition for retail space (online or on-shelf),
the vendors benefit from being the first to market with a
new type of product. Engineering flaws have the chance to
reappear when an existing product is wholly re-engineered

solely to increase revenue – so-called “cost down” engineer-
ing. Superficial product reviews by the IT press result in
recommendations of poorly engineered products. Still, ad-
mittedly, one must expect some flaws in even the best prod-
ucts.

To foster an informed community, and perhaps motivate
its change, we believe there is value in publicly disclosing
details of such flaws and the problems that result.

2 The Netgear SNTP Case Study
In May 2003, the University of Wisconsin campus in

Madison (UW-Madison) found that its network was the re-
cipient of a continuous large scale flood of inbound Internet
traffic destined for one of the campus’ public Network Time
Protocol (NTP [6]) servers. The flood of traffic was at a rate
of hundreds of thousands of packets per second, and hun-
dreds of megabits per second.

Subsequently, we determined the sources of this flooding
to be hundreds of thousands of real Internet hosts through-
out the world. The root causes were serious flaws in the de-
sign of Netgear’s low-cost Internet products targeted for res-
idential use. Specifically, this unwanted traffic was traced to
four models of residential broadband and wireless routers,
which were found to have at least two problems. First, the
University of Wisconsin’s NTP server IP address was em-
bedded in the firmware and was not configurable by the end
user. Second, when these flawed devices do not receive a re-
sponse to their Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP [7])
queries, they retry continually at one second intervals.

Because this situation was discovered before its peak and
the flawed devices continue to operate, we have a unique
opportunity to examine the evolution of this incident. In
Figure 1, we plot the estimated number of flawed SNTP
clients observed utilizing the University of Wisconsin NTP
server, 2003–2016. 1 The dots, colored blue, represent ac-
tual counts of active source addresses per day, and we use
this as a proxy estimate of active client counts. By exam-
ining NTP clients’ source port distribution (not shown), we
expect a 5.5% exaggeration in address count due to non-
Netgear clients and adjust our estimates accordingly. Net-
gear reported producing and shipping over 700,000 devices
containing the flaw and changing the flawed code circa June
2003. Our measurements seem to confirm that peak, near
November 2003. In response to questions from the commu-
nity, we recounted on April 3, 2016, and find that an esti-

1Details of how these clients are discriminated is provided in [9].

“The	Internet	of	Things	Old	and	Unmanaged”
Plonka &	Boschi,	IAB	IoTSU workshop,	2016	



DDOS via IoT
• Krebs DDOS, 9/2016: 620 Gb/s, total of > 1.5 Tb/s
• GRE, SYN, HTTP GET, POST
• MiraiNet: “380k bots from telnet alone”
• Enabled by UPnP à bypass NATs
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xc3511 vizxv
admin 888888 
xmhdipc
default 
123456 54321 
support



Mirai botnet
• Chinese manufacturer, used by lots of OEMs
• BusyBox Linux
• Brute-force ssh and telnet
• Web reset doesn’t change ssh or telnet 
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Mirai source code available 09/30/2016
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Attack time line
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Hangzhou Xiongmai Technology
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Dahua Security
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Dahua Technology USA … total security 
solutions to the North American market …. 
With the world’s second-largest market 
share …, Dahua’s surveillance solutions …
while demonstrating the company’s 
commitment to video data security. … 
3,000 R&D professionals that have 
developed 592 product patents. A leading 
name in video surveillance in China for 
more than 20 years ….



Background: DNS resolution
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recursive
resolver
(cache)

authoritative
name server

root name 
server

(2 levels)

ISP
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❸

❹

❺

❻

❼❽

twitter.com?

twitter.com =
199.16.156.70
199.16.156.198
199.16.156.102
199.16.156.230
“cache for one hour”

ns1.p26.dynect.net.
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root-servers.org
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Who is dynDNS?
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anycast network
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Outage map Oct. 21 (downdetector.com)
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Sites affected
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ActBlue
Basecamp
Big	cartel
Box
Business	Insider
CNN
Cleveland.com
Etsy
Github
Grubhub
Guardian.co.uk
HBO	Now
Iheart.com (iHeartRadio)
Imgur
Intercom
Intercom.com
Okta
PayPal
People.com
Pinterest
Playstation Network
Recode

Reddit
Seamless
Spotify
Squarespace	Customer	Sites
Starbucks	rewards/gift	cards
Storify.com
The	Verge
Twillo
Twitter
Urbandictionary.com (lol)
Weebly
Wired.com
Wix Customer	Sites
Yammer
Yelp
Zendesk.com
Zoho CRM
Credit	Karma
Eventbrite
Netflix
NHL.com
Fox	News

Disqus
Shopify
Soundcloud
Atom.io
Ancestry.com
ConstantContact
Indeed.com
New	York	Times
Weather.com
WSJ.com
time.com
xbox.com
dailynews.com
Wikia
donorschoose.org
Wufoo.com
Genonebiology.com
BBC
Elder	Scrolls	Online
Eve	Online
PagerDuty
Kayak

youneedabudget.com
Speed	Test
Freshbooks
Braintree
Blue	Host
Qualtrics
SBNation
Salsify.com
Zillow.com
nimbleschedule.com
Vox.com
Livestream.com
IndieGoGo
Fortune
CNBC.com
FT.com
Survey	Monkey
Paragon	Game
Runescape
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Linux kernel lines of code
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BusyBox:
177,650	SLOC



You cannot hide
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Hackers worldwide currently probe IoT
devices for vulnerabilities after they have 
been connected to the internet for six 
minutes. Each hour these devices are tested 
for vulnerabilities - at least 800 times per 
hour - with an average of 400 login attempts 
occurring daily. On average, hackers try to 
access one IoT device every five minutes and 
a total of 66 per cent of their attempts end up 
being successful.
http://www.itproportal.com/news/the-average-iot-device-is-
compromised-after-being-online-for-6-minutes/



IoT DDOS economics
• DDOS as externality

• device owners don’t care:
• barely slows down their Internet service
• device still functions normally
• don’t know victims, generally

• vendors don’t care (enough)
• not liable for damage (right now) – public nuisance?
• only marginally affects their business reputation

• ISP don’t care (much)
• individually, not much load – in lightly-loaded direction (outbound)
• hard to combat
• haven’t adopted BCP38 (egress address filtering)
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Schneier
Oct. 2016

Cohan
Apr. 2013



IoT lemons
• “The Market for Lemons: Quality 

Uncertainty and the Market 
Mechanism” (Akerlof, 1970)

• Information asymmetry
• purchaser cannot judge invisible qualities
• pays only average price
• à above-average-quality goods not 

marketed
• “defect four or more times and the 

problem is still occurring, the car may 
be deemed to be a lemon” à get 
purchase price back
• more than four patches?
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Fixes for externalities and lemons
• Liability

• slow, one-by-one, uncertain standards of care
• what is “negligent”?

• Certification
• voluntary or mandatory

• Insurance liability
• homeowner’s insurance

• Regulation
• adherence to minimum performance 

standards
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This is not that hard!
• No factory-default passwords

• long-term, no human-setable passwords at 
all à client certs

• No telnet, ssh, SNMP (typically)
• Only configure from local subset
• Automated, signed updates
• Web interfaces use non-root accounts
• Automated testing for XSS and SQL 

injection
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IoT good-citizen rules
• Implement current best practices

• no plain-text data or commands
• low-power CPUs are no excuse – long-payback or infrequent crypto 

operations
• no default passwords
• do you really need to talk to strangers?

• Do not assume that your (cellular) network is around in > 8 
years
• short-range unlicensed bands more likely a safe harbor

• Update yourself securely
• Don’t trust random APs à PassPoint, 802.1x?

• matters mainly for DNS and denial-of-service
• Go into fail-safe mode if no updates
• Be nice to cellular network (signaling, white spaces, …)

• and maybe “kill switch” if misbehaving (or stolen!)
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FCC TAC 
recommendations +



Windows XP, Corolla & Revolv
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available
12/2001

end of sales
6/2008

end install
10/2010

end support
4/2009

end ext. support
4/2014

13	years

1996	Corolla
- still	can	get	parts

founded 2012
acquired by Nest 2014
shut down May 2016

$2,359



IoT needs a life cycle model
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feature 
support

EoL
?

security 
support

safe 
mode

conservator
support

services

company	hands	over	control
(bond	or	insurance	model)

X

services

• local	only
• guardian



Challenge: enrollment
• Commercial buildings à enroll 1,000s 

of devices at once
• Home à enroll one device at a time

• current model: one app per device (class)
• re-do if Wi-Fi password changes
• common options:

• QR code
• P2P Wi-Fi (Wi-Fi Direct)

• possibilities
• “hi, I’m a Philips light bulb – add me!” (PKI)
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How should we secure things?
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Old	model

New model

commissioner

device	authorization
database

DIAMETER

create	entries

“I want 
to 

join!”

802.1x

WPA2
(P,	E)



AllJoyn is doing something similar
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PRIVACY
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“Remember when, on the Internet, nobody knew who you were?”



Privacy fears deter usage
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Major	Concerns	Related	to	Online	Privacy	and	Security	Risks,
Percent	of	Households	with	Internet	Users,	2015

NTIA
May 2016



Roughly half of consumers uncomfortable
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Altimeter Group
June 2015



Privacy label?
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Standardized Short Label

#(

P.	Kelley	et	al.
SIGCHI	2010



Local processing for efficiency privacy
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indoor
thermometer

publicly 
visible 
script

cloud 
storage 

and 
access

fuzz
anonymize

average
rate limit

node

observable	storage

fog	computing	model



BUILDING LARGE IOT
SYSTEMS
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IoT = Internet at scale
• Security at scale

• still largely “add password to configuration file”
• identify by IP address

• Management at scale
• device-focused
• SNMP, at best
• CLI, at worst
• no performance diagnostics capabilities (“why 

is this so slow?”
• Naming at scale

• identify by node name
• Programming at scale
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system
&	rack

data	center



Lessons from early IoT (and cousins)
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ATC proprietary network 
architecture

"Ongoing problems 
continue to threaten 

NextGen's costs 
and timeline."

PTC 220 MHz dedicated 
network

"[NTSB] has 
advocated for some 
form of positive train 

control for more 
than 45 years."

ITS 5.9 GHz allocated in 1999



Lesson: sensor networks may be (tiny) 
niche
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http://eschatologist.net/blog/?p=266

• Most	IoT	systems	will	be	near	power	since	they’ll	interact	with	energy-based	systems	(lights,	motors,	vehicles)
• Most	IoT	systems	will	not	be	running	TinyOS (or	similar)
• Protocol	processing	overhead	is	unlikely	to	matter
• Low	message	volume	à cryptography	overhead	is	unlikely	to	matter

$35.00

• A 900MHz quad-core ARM 
Cortex-A7
• 1 GB RAM



The age of application-specific {sensors, 
spectrum, OS, protocol …} is over
• Computing system: dedicated function à

OS
• à abstract into generic components
• e.g., USB human interface device (HID)

• What are the equivalent sensor and 
actuator classes?

• Networks: generic app protocols
• request/response à HTTP
• event notification à SMTP, SIP, XMPP

• Spectrum: from new application = new 
spectrum to generic data transport
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IoT varies in communication needs
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1/hour 1/minute 1/second 10/second

sensors

actuators

CPS

IoT



Protocols matter, but programmability 
matters more
• Nobody wants to program raw protocols
• Most significant network application creation advances:

• 1983: socket API à abstract data stream or datagram
• 1998: Java network API à mostly names, HTTP, threads
• 1998: PHP à network input as script variables
• 2005: Ruby on Rails à simplify common patterns

• Many fine protocols and frameworks failed the 
programmer hate test
• e.g., JAIN for VoIP, SOAP for RPC

• Most IoT programmers will not be computer scientists
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What is the best generic (simple) 
architecture?
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SQL	(via	HTTP	RESTful API)

Streaming	(JSON	web	stream	…	RTP)

cloud,	fog,	…

user-delivered	code

event	notification

mediate	access

SENML?
LWM2M?



home or campus
network

With security added in
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Internet

personalized 
functionality

home	conductor

What’s your
software version?

What’s your
behavior (manifest)?

Who can compute for me?

How well is 
the network 

working 
(LMAP)?

What is my functionality?



Personal
Smart	Object
Cloud

SECE System Architecture

SECESECEActivity

SECE

User	Interface

SECE
App
Repository

SECE App
Servers

SECE
Online Services

SECE

SECE

Actuators
Sensors

Private
SECE
App
Server

Deploy

Connect

Connect



Challenge: integrate embedded, mobile & 
virtual
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magnetometer
accelerometer

location
gyroscope



Some of IoT is streaming
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update	rate	of	10	to	250	Hz



IoT communication modalities
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get

set

HTTP	GET
COAP	GET
MQTT?

HTTP	POST
CoAP POST
MQTT?

subscribe
publish

HTTP	long	poll
CoAP observe
MQTT

stream
WebRTC

SUBSCRIBE
PUBLISH

MSRP

SIP	world

INVITE + RTP
RTSP

DO?
MESSAGE?

MESSAGE?



Example: AllJoyn bus
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publish-subscribe	model	(implicit)

Wi-Fi
UDP multicast
BT SDP



We could do better
• Somewhat unsatisfactory

• AllJoyn model only for LAN operations
• CoAP & HTTP better for get/set operations
• MQTT simpler for publish/subscribe
• SIP (or RTSP) better for media streaming

• Lots of proprietary network protocols
• BAC for building automation

• Same device or source, multiple identifiers
• HTTP URL or SIP URL or MQTT IP address/domain name
• none are particularly useful or semantically meaningful

• e.g., likely change if device is replaced
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LIFECYCLE
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Design for 20 years
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network
emulation

Development lifecycle
• Currently, hard to design large-scale reliable systems

• failure modes, server load, control algorithms, …
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y = f(x)
y = f(t)

physics	emulator

VM

Mininet

http://mininet.org/

set	network
parameters



JavaScript IoT Device Emulation
Internet	Arcade

IoT	Devices

Work	in	Progress
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SECE JS Framework
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IoT needs an economic model
• Do you own or rent a device?

• and do you know what rights you have (transfer, sale, …)?
• and for how long?

• What is expected lifetime?
• in what mode?
• with what enhancements?

• Who pays for computation and storage?
• printer & ink? stove & electricity?
• subscription model à doesn’t scale except with aggregator
• advertising model à creepiness-factor, no direct interaction
• third party model: health or fire insurance, research (“your data for 

science”), electric utility
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Conclusion
• IoT is finding lots of boring niches
• But IoT security is exposing almost all the security 

deficiencies of the Internet eco system
• “thoughts and prayers” approach
• continuing to do the same thing for the next 5 years and hoping for 

better results is not a strategy
• Start thinking beyond stove pipes of applications
• à engineering large scale systems
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